Securely embed actionable analytics into the provider workflow.

Providers need to be able to understand what actions to take, and to take those actions, all from within a single workflow. Having one tool for determining what actions to take and another tool for then taking that action is cumbersome and frustrating.

Prominence solves this problem by directly integrating your Tableau dashboards directly into provider workflows within Hyperspace. This gives providers **One** place to go for the most powerful self-service analytics, **While also** enabling them to take action directly from that dashboard.

In as few as 2 weeks, you can be up and running on a secure, bi-directional integration that is re-usable across any of your Tableau dashboards.

**Ready to get started? Contact Prominence today for a no-strings conversation about how to get started on this project this month!**

**Project Deliverables**

- Securely embed an existing Tableau dashboard directly within Epic Hyperspace
- Enable launching a patient’s chart from the embedded Tableau dashboard
- Educate your team on how to re-use this integration on any other Tableau dashboard
- Meeting with organization leadership to demonstrate integration & discuss use cases

**Additional Considerations**

- The Epic Tableau integration does not include a dashboard, but Prominence can assist in building one out if necessary.
- Prominence requires minimal time from Customer Epic, Tableau, and SSO/AD Subject Matter Experts (SMEs).